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Glossary
These are abbreviated descriptions of key words that are helpful to know when teaching with the personalized learning plans 
and personalized teaching plan available in this book.

21st century deeper learning includes those skills from the upper levels in Bloom’s (1956) taxonomy and 
Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). These skills are necessary for students to engage 
in deeper learning with the aim of producing deeper learning outcomes. Although there are other variations, 
the Hewlett Foundation’s list of deeper learning skills highlights the complex cognitive skill sets of critical and 
creative thinking, collaboration, and communication along with self-directed learning as the key skills. See 
also pyramid of deeper learning skills.

Agency is a feeling generated by individuals who develop their voice and choice in making decisions about 
their own lives including what, how, when and where they may learn.

ARREST stands for acknowledge the feeling or concern, recognize the reason, restore confidence and 
competence, encourage, step ahead, and toast the tiny triumphs. These six coaching responses from 
teachers can help as they act as guides on the side.

Basic cognitive skill set includes thinking and learning skills found in reading (vocabulary, grammar, 
and sentence structure), mathematics (numeracy), and the facts and procedures of other courses that 
are captured in short- and long-term memory (including who, what, when, where, how, and why). See also 
shallow thinking.

Classroom coach is the teacher who helps students learn skills and content by engaging them to complete 
learning tasks so they can attain deeper learning results.

Complex cognitive skill set include the higher-order-thinking skills that most benefit future work. Identified 
by futurist researchers, these skills include critical and creative thinking, problem solving, decision making, 
and design thinking. 

Deeper learning outcomes are the measurable results of students applying complex cognitive skills 
to answer questions of importance and interest to them, and of exploring rigorous content aligned with 
standards. 

Digital skill set is technology-based skills, from the ability to open a computer to coding and programming 
to applying these feeder skills to create and operate advance machine applications in a safe and secure 
manner.

Guide on the side is the facilitator or coach during classroom learning—in this case, most often the teacher. 
This is an advanced role with its own set of skills for engaging student thinking and problem solving. PACT, 
SHARE, and other skills are part of the proficient guide’s toolkit. 

Guiding questions are prompts that help students gather information from an article, story, video, interview, 
lab experiment, or other sources. These questions enable students to complete an inquiry. Templates can 
help students address different levels of questions (such as factual or complex) and study material without 
a lecture. 

Guiding rubrics are those by which students move through a task and allow a student, peers. and teachers 
to assess and give feedback to obtain measurable results. Teachers may add grades based on a guiding 
rubric or simply provide feedback. Any grading rubric format may serve as a guiding rubric. 

Learning transfer is the result of what happens when a student applies ideas (content) and deeper learning 
skills developed in one context in another context. Transfer is described as near (ideas or skills in a course) 
or far (ideas or skills later in life), shallow (basic information) or deep (results from application of higher-order 
thinking), and forward (into the future) or backward (to the past in order to inform the present).

Loose problem solving occurs when the outcome has low predictability. It contrasts with tight problem 
solving in which a right solution is predictable as a single correct answer. Loose problem solving depends 
on the infusion of a mixture of creative- and critical-thinking skills to find one or more possible solutions.

Manual skill set includes job-specific skills for completing a manual labor task. The job procedures are 
learned by repetition, which promotes automatic behavior. 
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PACTS stands for paraphrase, affirm, clarify, try options, and share feelings. These skills are appropriate 
for reciprocal discussions. 

Personalized learning is the result of an individual’s self-directed education while attaining individual 
learning goals (developing skills, talents, or interests) and meeting personal learning meet needs. This is 
guided by a caring teacher’s mediation with evidence-backed instructional practices and technology for 
designing, implementing, and assessing plans.

Personalized learning plans are a blueprint template that allow students to design, implement, and assess 
a personally desired learning outcome (what) with self-selected strategies (how) and pace (when). It may 
also involve location (where).

PIES stands for problem solve, invite, encourage, and share similar feelings. These skills are appropriate 
for teaching empathy.

Playbook is a sequence of instructions or procedures for reaching and assessing a PLP outcome. The 
teacher can share a playbook so students are responsible for following the procedures.

Playlist is a list of brainstormed options. Provided by the teacher or developed by students, the playlist 
may identify topics for a personalized learning plan, outcome, strategy, or the like. Students can select a 
preference from a playlist. The lists are in intermediate step between a teacher providing his or her preferred 
way to developing student agency. 

Pyramid of 21st century learning skills included the three learning skill sets preferred for future job 
applicants: complex cognitive, social-emotional, and digital. These are the measurable skill sets most likely 
to produce high school graduates who are deep learners. 

Social-emotional skill set includes those skills that promote healthy interpersonal relationships and 
individual well-being. These skills include regulating one’s thoughts, emotions, and behaviors and focus 
mainly on how students perceive themselves and engage with others. They are considered essential to 
deeper learning, possible to develop, and impact change in conjunction with the other skill sets in the pyramid 
(complex cognitive and digital).

Self-directed learning allows a student to take charge of his or her education and requires intrinsic 
motivation. This is a subset of the social-emotional skill set. This skills is required for deeper learning 
outcomes. 

Shallow learning describes the type of learning that depends on short- and long-term memory emphasized 
in the 20th century basic skill set. 

SHARE stands for seek best ideas, help each other, attend to others’ feelings, respect others’ ideas, and 
expand, expand. These skills are appropriate when teaching students about collaboration and communication.

VISA stands for visualize, ideate, synthesize, and access the future. These skills are appropriate when 
teaching creative thinking.
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